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Following Training schedule may be adopted for External Examiners.  

 

Class IV (B)- Operational level  

Minimum Qualification: MEO Class I ( Motor or Steam as the case may be). 

 

Graduate in Naval Architecture for function 3. 

Graduate in Electrical and /or Electronics for function 5.  

Training Schedule 

50 candidates- As part of team without actual participation 

60 candidates- As part of team with actual participation. 

(30 candidates each under two examiners) 

Examiner (MMD/DG) will submit report to Exam cell of DG Shipping thro' MMD. 

 

Class II (B)- Management level. 

Minimum Qualification: MEO Class I ( Motor or Steam as the case may be). 

 

Graduate in Naval Architecture for function 3. 

Graduate in Electrical and /or Electronics for function 5. 

Experience  

250 candidates as examiner for class IV 

Training Schedule 

15 candidates- As part of team without actual participation. 

60 candidates- As a part of team with actual participation. 

(30 candidates each under 2 different examiner) 

Examiner (MMD/DG) will submit report to Exam cell of DG Shipping thro' MMD 

 

Class I- Management level. 

Minimum Qualification: MEO Class I ( Motor or Steam as the case may be). 

 

Graduate in Naval Architecture for function 3. 

Graduate in Electrical and /or Electronics for function 5. 

Experience  

250 candidates as examiner for Class II 

Training Schedule 

15 candidates- As part of team without actual participation. 

60 candidates- As a part of team with actual participation. 

(30 candidates each under 2 different examiner) 



Examiner (MMD/DG) will submit report to Exam cell of DG Shipping thro' MMD 

Note:-No remuneration will be given during training period. 

Approval of external examiner should be sought from Chief Examiner of Engineer prior 

appointing candidate as trainee examiner or examiner. Viva of the candidates may be 

taken if required. 

Prospective examiners will not be associated with any training institute or should be 

teaching privately. This is not applicable to teachers from Government institutes under DG 

Shipping or the IIMS. 

Chief Examiner of Engineers shall exercise the authority to nominate any candidate as 

examiner even with less experience or non compliance of required training schedule if 

found otherwise highly competent. 


